MANUSCRIPT FORMATTING STANDARDS
FOR THE “WORLD ECONOMY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS” JOURNAL

Please consider that due to use of the standards set by the international abstract and citation databases of peer-reviewed literature Scopus and Web of Science, the manuscripts formatting rules have been changed significantly.

The key purpose of developments is to make the main guidelines and conclusions of the articles published in the journal available for a wide international audience that cannot speak Russian. The Abstract in English and References transliterated with Roman letters are now of particular significance, because it is them (and not the text of the article itself) that are embodied in the Scopus and Web of Science systems. The Abstract and References should draw attention of foreign readers to the subject of the article. Thus, it is for the benefit of an author to assure their highest quality.

All articles offered are being proved for plagiarism and other forms of ethical norms violation (refer to Ethical Principles of Authors)

Main characteristics

The manuscripts should be delivered in .doc format (Word 1997–2003). Illustrations presented in .doc format (Word 1997–2003) within the article should also be converted to PDF format – each illustration in a separate file. Overall volume of the article – up to 1 printers sheet (40000 signs including interspaces). Page settings: top margin 3 cm, foot margin 2 cm, left margin 3.5 cm, right margin 2 cm. Font – 12 Times New Roman.
First line indent – 1.25; line spacing 1.5.
Article title – 16 bold type, on centre, in capital letters.
© 2017 г. Author's name – 16 bold type, on centre, in small letters.
Interlineary subtitles –12 plain type, in capital letters.
Foot-notes – 11, line spacing 1, full-out.
No automatic hyphenation.
The main type of quotation marks: “ ”. However, if there is a quoted text fragment inside of the quotation, it is marked with “ ”, and the whole quotation – with « ».
In English titles, all crucial words should be CAPITALISED.

Article Structure*

There are four conditional parts in the article:

I. Information about the article in Russian (sample):

TITLE
© 2017 г. A. Author

*Except for research papers and analytical reviews (the formatting requirements are listed below), our journal publishes reviews of the most interesting and significant academic monographs and collected works on the subjects relevant to the journal’s concept. Formatting requirements for reviews are simplified (refer to the last section).
The author(s)’ last, first and middle names (in full), academic degree (if any), position(s) held. The author(s)’ affiliation(s) (working place), full postal address of the organization, e-mail. Abstract (up to 100 words). Keywords (up to 10).

II. Text of the article.

III. REFERENCES. Links to bibliographical sources included in REFERENCES should be numerated consequently, in the order they were first mentioned in the text. The references in the text, tables and figure captions should be marked with arabic numbers [in square brackets], and definite page(s) should be given if necessary. Only subject foot-notes (comments, supplements, etc.) remain in page mode. The references related merely to tables or figure captions should be numerated according to the first mentioning of a definite table or figure in the text.

The bibliography should be given fully in Roman letters (references in English, French, German and other languages – in the original, references in Russian must be transliterated and translated (see the formatting standards below)). For automatic romanization it is recommended to use the site http://translit.ru (transliteration standard – BSI; setting in advance).

IV. Information about the article in English (sample):

TITLE (IN ENGLISH)
The author(s)’ last, first and middle names (in full), e-mail,
the author(s)’ affiliation(s) (working place), full postal address of the organization.
Extended abstract (circa 300 words)
Keywords: (up to 10).
About author:
The author(s)’ last, first and middle names (in full), academic degree (if any), position(s) held.

Requirements to Abstracts

1. The abstract should be informative (should not contain broad terms), substantive (cover the basic content of the article, describe main goals and methods of research, sum up the most important research results and their scientific value), structured (follow the logic of the article structure).

2. The abstract in Russian may be compact (stay within one paragraph, up to 100 words).

3. In light of international standards, the abstract in English is of central meaning. It should cover adequately the basic content of the article, be fairly detailed and explicit (the average length – 250–300 words, may be more), written in orthographical English based on special English terminology. It is crucial to avoid using of broad, meaningless words, which merely increase the length of the article, but do not contribute to its subject development. The abstract in English should be unique, the calque (close translation) of the brief abstract in Russian is ineligible.
Foot-notes and References Arrangement

Initials are placed after the last name of the author/editor. The last name of the author/editor is given in upright type; after the editor's last, middle and first names – eds., separated by a comma.

For the book (monograph, collected works) it is necessary to indicate the year and place of publication, publishing house, general number of pages.

**Article (in a journal, in a newspaper)**

**Article in Russian:**


Author A. Title. *Newspaper title*, date. month. year.

If the Russian-language journal/newspaper has an official title in Latin characters, it should be provided instead of transliteration!

**Article in English, French, German and other languages (Roman letters):**


**Book (monograph, collected works edited, article in collected works, book chapter)**

**Edition in Russian:**


Description of an article from an ongoing edition (collected works)


Conference proceedings description


Edition in English, French, German and other languages (Roman letters):


For monography – indicate the overall number of pages (235 p.), for article – the page number range where the article is disposed (pp. 220-222).
If the publication has DOI, it must be indicated (!)

Translated book description

In the translated Russian edition, the last names should be given in the original variant, not trans flirtated (!).


Internet resource description


Anonymous reference (a source without an authorship indicated) should be merely translated into English (no need to transliterate), but it is necessary to indicate: (In Russ.)

Иван Бегтин, создатель проектов в области публичного открытого государства. [Ivan Begtin, the Project Creator in the Field of Public Open State (In Russ.)]. Available at: http://lenta.ru/conf/begtin (accessed 31.01.2014).

Dissertation, thesis description

Ганин А.В. Кадры Генерального штаба в период Гражданской войны в России. Дисс. докт. ист. наук. Москва, 2013. 260 с. [Ganin A.V. Kadry Generalnogo shtaba v period Grazhdanskoj voyny v Rossii. Diss. dokt. ist. nauk. General Staff Personnel in the Period During the Civil War in Russia. Dr. Diss. (Hist.)]. Moscow, 2013. 260 p.]

Unpublished document description


General comments about the text

In the text part of the article words in a foreign language should be typed in italics.

A period should not be put after: the main head, the article title, headlines and subheadlines, table, illustrations and dimensions titles (“с” – second, “г” - gramme, “м” – metre).


куб. м (not м³)

Dash is entered by keyboard combination Ctrl and "grey minus", or by autocorrect.

Dash with interspaces is used to specify the text dash: …symbol d – the length of the line segment – is used to…

Dash without interspaces specifies system, boundary, dependence, etc.; also connects several last-names, geographical names, definitions: Clapeyron–Clausius equation, the system plumbum–stannic–tellurium, the Altai–Sayans area; January–February 1992.

Hyphen without interspaces: professor M.M. Gusev-Lebedev, apparatus DRON-3.

Hyphen with interspaces: is never used.

Some details:
1. Begin with a capital letter: Первая и Вторая мировые войны (First and Second World War), Третий мир (Third World).
2. Firm, organization etc. names should be given in source language.
3. Except for ООН (UNO), in all organization names only first word should begin with a capital letter: Европейский союз (European Union), Андское сообщество (Andean Community), etc.
4. “то есть” (that is to), “так как” (as long as) should be written in full.
5. 2–3-e место (not 2–3 место), 20%-ный (not 20 процентный).
6. Decimal fractions (0.1; 0.9; 2.3) should be written with a period.
7. In recitation 10%, 20%, 30% the percent should be specified in the first and the last cases, or in brackets ahead of the numerical row – (%): 10; 20; 30.
8. After words “так называемые” (so called) there should be no quotation marks.
9. For the reference to a table or illustration, chapter or paragraph in the text should be written: (гл. 1); (табл. 1); (рис. 1); (п. 1).

**Review formatting specifics**

Review volume: 20000–25000 signs. The Abstract and References are not needed (necessary foot-notes may be given per page without transliteration). Keywords in Russian are placed before the body of the review text.

The English unit is situated at the end of the review and must contain the following information: title of the review; title, author(s) and imprint of the book reviewed; the review author’s affiliation(s); keywords.

**Sample:**

**ON THE BENDS OF CIVILIZATIONS**


Ivan I. IVANOV (e-mail),
Primakov National Research Institute of World Economy and International Relations, Russian Academy of Sciences (IMEMO), Profsoyuznaya Str., 23, Moscow 117997, Russian Federation.

Keywords:
About author:
Ivan I. IVANOV, Candidate of History, Senior Researcher.

Reviews are formatted according to the simplified pattern: without abstracts and keywords, but with information about the author and descriptive data of the book reviewed.